Writing the Short Paper

Andrew Jensen Kerr

“It is a laborious madness and an impoverishing one, the madness of composing vast books—setting out in five hundred pages an idea that can be perfectly related orally in five minutes. The better way to go about it is to pretend that those books already exist, and offer a summary, a commentary on them.”

—Jorge Luis Borges

Introduction to The Garden of Forking Paths (1941)


Reintroducing the Short Form

A decade has passed since Professor Vladeck suggested that the Internet might bring with it the demise of short-form law student publication.1 The advent of the blog meant a disintermediation between writer and reader2 and a disruption of the glacial publication cycle of the print law review. Law scholars need not concern themselves with only uncovering unities or discerning fault lines in the tectonic movements of case law, or waiting diligently for their next eureka moment to form. They could jot their thoughts on the ephemeral, the topical, the newsworthy. As proposed by Orin Kerr, the law professor could now become a public intellectual.3 This ambition for the universal is core to the lawyer psyche. Mark Tushnet’s jocular metaphor of the “the lawyer as astrophysicist”4 is meant to poke fun at our mutual sense of entitlement to opine on matters well beyond our ken or training. For example, few historians subscribe to the certainty of originalist construction.5

2. Lawrence B. Solum, Download It While It’s Hot: Open Access and Legal Scholarship, 10 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 841, 854 (2006).
5. E.g., Joshua Stein, Historians Before the Bench: Friends of the Court, Foes of Originalism, 25 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 359, 362 (2013) (“Historical study and originalist legal advocacy are at fundamental odds with one another when it comes to one key issue: certainty.”).
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The Internet has helped break down the walls of our ivory tower. One don of academic legal writing, Eugene Volokh, commands a wide readership on his blog (the Conspiracy), now published as a Washington Post editorial. We can think of other high-profile legal bloggers. But this essay is not about the blog. (A survey of Tumblr might lead one to question whether the “traditional” blog has been replaced by a clickbait mosaic of GIFs, JPEGs and insular captions.)

This essay concerns another genre made possible by the Internet medium—the Short Paper, specifically that published on The Online Companion. Prescient editors of these novel forums recognized the possibility of a sort of writing that fits somewhere between the immediate treatment of the blog post and the comprehensiveness of the long-form law review article. Professor Colin Miller of the University of South Carolina maintains an SSRN (Social Science Research Network) database of these companions, which per his last count in 2013 totaled forty-nine generalist online reviews. This figure has surely grown in the past two years, and does not even include a number of specialty companions.

Andrew Yaphe quipped that a law review article might be defined as whatever is accepted for publication by a law review. There is some truth to this tautology. Still, authorities such as Professors Volokh, Fajans, Falk and Delgado have sensed an intuition shared by many law students, academics and journal staff—that there is indeed a convention to legal scholarship, and editors expect print review submissions to conform to it. Excepting topics like legal history, or if you happen to enjoy the name-brand prestige of Professor Volokh (or his compadre Judge Kozinski), you should aim to craft a linear, claim-based paper that fills a gap in our academic literature and is somehow useful to its intended audience. In short, write something that provides a reasoned solution to a practical legal problem.

Chief Justice Roberts joked (and Judge Harry Edwards wrote an entire article lamenting) that much of contemporary scholarship indulges a level of abstruseness and irrelevance similar to connecting Kant to early modern Bulgarian evidence law. Still, I wonder if many judges would readily accept the academic diagnosis of a crit theorist or postmodern (perhaps they should be careful what they wish for—does the conservative wing really want Duncan Kennedy to keep submitting amicus briefs?). From my limited experience reading and writing legal scholarship, much of it seems pretty much, well . . . legal. Here I am trawling the Harvard Law Review web page, and most of the articles feel of interest to your average jurist. And, interestingly, the Review also publishes a sizable number of case notes (it is surely useful to situate an important new case within an evolving doctrine). So it seems that Professor Vladeck’s prophecy has not been realized. Nor has Professor Lindsay Gustafson’s fear—that the iconic case note might go extinct. I assume the Harvard case notes to be student-written (I can’t think of many profs who would offer to publish something anonymously). Cross the Charles to the Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review and it appears its online companion might be dedicated exclusively to student-authored case notes. The short form is alive and well.

The Pith and Poetry of the Short Form

I share Professor Gustafson’s sentiment that there is a unique and important skill set that comes with crafting the short form. The student-as-lawyer must achieve the spare, economical prose of the advocate. Locate and relay only the most essential facts; delete the unpersuasive argument; extirpate fluff. Write only what the reader needs or wants to read. Write with pith.

Some case notes might achieve this elegant, haiku-like simplicity. And they serve an important purpose, one many scholars—at least historically—might

not deign to undertake. But what excites me—and what I think is an important assignment for the student-as-writer—is what Scott Dodson refers to as The Short Paper, or Professor Lawrence Solum as The Idea Paper. The meditation with citation; the think piece with style. In the lexicon of the law review—the response, the commentary, the essay.

The Online Companion defies an exclusive definition. And I argue that this is what gives it much of its utility and charm. LRW teachers have long resisted the formalist expectations of legal writing. Our epistemic community understands that an academic paper need not be 20,000 words, or 10,000 words (a more reasonable UK guideline), but that a paper should be only as long as it needs to be to realize its own singular ambition and identity. Big ideas can still be presented in small packages. And forcing a short-form essay into a too-long article hampered by logorrhea, circumlocution and verbosity should not impress any reader. I’m sure that many of you can relate to having the student who is stylish and concise in the reaction paper, and then submits the bloated, heavy-handed term paper when confronted with a page count. Metalanguage (“In Part I . . .”) and roadmapping can be guiding for the reader. Though how often do you also experience the student-author who tells you that he will later tell you something, and then later tells you that he already told you that thing earlier, but you are left wondering if he actually ever said anything at all? Now, that is truly meta.

Speaking of, a common metaphor is of the academic paper as an utterance in our ongoing, textual conversation (I’m talking to you, the future you and the past you right now). But if we share an epistemic community, then why the need for pages and pages of law review articles dedicated to doctrinal evolution and context? We possess the same background, so why include so much description in our background section? A relevant debate from the LRW literature is that between Professors Kristen Tiscione and Kirsten
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Davis on the value of the “traditional memo.” A quick summary of this fruitful discussion: It is an empirical truth that fewer firm associates are asked to produce something akin to the 1L objective memo (Tiscione). Therefore, we shouldn’t exhaust so much time teaching to this model (Tiscione). However, we should also mind the pedagogic benefits that attach to completing this formal assignment (Davis). Students develop an analytic rigor and sense of common law argument that is prerequisite to crafting the “real-life” substantive email, etc. (Davis).

I expand here on the Davis thesis. The conventional formula to the long-form paper (representative example—prescription—roadmap—context—argument—conclusion) is a useful heuristic, and helps to acculturate the foreign-trained student to our U.S. legal discourse community. Indeed, mastering this form might be prerequisite to more artful kinds of argument. But as flagged by Professor Gustafson, sociolinguistics literature also equates formulaic writing with linguistic insecurity. By the time the third-year student graduates from law school she should be encouraged to experiment with writing conventions outside of the organizational paradigms of IRAC or problem-solution. The open texture of the short form allows for the aesthetic piece, or the non-linear argument. The Short Paper requires a dialectic or alchemy of the writer’s internal sense of structure (i.e., the golden braid of analysis and exposition; the use of references to signal one’s orientation without explicating it). Perhaps soon The Short Paper will also become a more prestige credential on the student-as-professional’s CV.

The Volokh articulation of a “claim”; the “thesis statement”—to me these are helpful ways to approximate the notion of the original contribution. I do enjoy the Yaphe article. But I also take issue with Yaphe’s posture toward student writing, and his channeling of the legal realists in his circular sense that scholarship is merely what is determined by other scholars (or student editors) to be scholarship. To me, what counts as scholarship is writing that is interesting, erudite and original. It is fabulous if one can achieve these things in a fully developed, airtight long-form article. But there should still be room for the short form that feels more like a tapestry of an argument than an arrow, or that is formed around an epiphany rather than inside a circuit split. The aphorism of the writer’s workshop is “show, don’t tell.” I hope that the Online Companion can continue to evolve as a platform for papers that adumbrate the most intriguing problems even if they lack effable solutions, rather than being reduced to yet another portal for legal writers to tell us what they’re about to tell us.
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